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As “critical transition zones” experiencing fast and frequent organism and material inputs (Ewel et al. 2001), riparian area species composition and function can change rapidly and radically. The result of plant species competition is often the formation of novel ecosystems dominated by invasive species (Richardson et al. 2007). Traditional restoration techniques involve complete removal of the invading species via repeated and costly mechanical and chemical treatments (Hanula et al. 2009). Alternatively, careful reductions in invasive monocultures may allow for the development of transitional ecosystems that provide shade, litter and other benefits for native species reintroduction and establishment. Working within the limitations of a novel or no-analogue ecosystem while recognizing existing potential benefits may be a more effective restoration strategy (Hobbs et al. 2006), reducing costly post-restoration management.

Introduced from Europe and Asia in the mid-1800s, various Ligustrum species were brought to the United States as ornamentals (Texas Invasives.org 2008). Over the course of several growing seasons, Ligustrum can outcompete native species and create novel ecosystems or even develop understory monoculture forests, most prominent in urban areas (Hanula et al. 2009). Once a novel ecosystem has crossed a biotic threshold to reach a new stable state, efforts to restore historic conditions and processes can be cost-prohibitive and a hopelessly ideal quest to fix the unfixable (Hobbs et al. 2006). Attempts to manage novel ecosystems may
actually perpetuate their undesirable features. Instead, restoration efforts should focus on maintaining system resiliency and biogeochemical functions, and enhancing species diversity (Seastedt et al. 2008).

Invasive species eradication can result in desert-like landscapes with intense light exposure, low soil nutrients and high erosion rates. Subsequent plantings of native species have little chance of survival in such extreme conditions (Hobbs et al. 2006). Unfavorable conditions can facilitate the establishment of other nonnative species (Hanula et al. 2009). In one study, Ligustrum removal resulted in early succession/disturbance species colonization which did not meet the restoration goals; although results were dissimilar from the original Ligustrum-dominated ecosystem (Hanula et al. 2009).

An alternative to complete removal is working with the existing alternative state to allow for a gradual transition. A gradual species transition may be facilitated by girdling invasive canopy trees and providing shade and cover for native species in the understory (Funk and McDaniel 2010). As the invasive species undergo a gradual dieback, returning native vegetation has the competitive advantage.

Even if not in pristine or historical conditions, alternative states might still have the capacity to provide a broad range of ecosystem services (Pennington et al. 2010) while providing spiritual and aesthetic benefits to urban populations. Constantly threatened by nonnative species, remnant urban vegetation can augment quality of life for human communities by establishing a connection with nature (Miller 2005). It is possible for carefully considered restoration strategies to result in economically, ecologically and socially balanced solutions.
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The Society for Ecological Restoration, Texas Chapter promotes ecological restoration as a means of sustaining the diversity of life on Earth and re-establishing an ecologically healthy relationship between nature and culture.
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